February 25, 2015

YWAM ADVENTURE: Phase One

New Zealand
As each of the 17 members of our team arrived in Oxford, we
received a welcome that truly reflected the love our Father has
for us. We have all come here to grow in our intimacy with Him,
to allow Him to touch the places of our lives that need healing,
to learn to hear His voice, and to go deeper in our experience
with Him. The quietness of this place provides a setting that
naturally encourages this process. Oxford is a charming country
village at the foot of the Southern Alps on the east coast of the
southern island of New Zealand. The YWAM base is set on the
edge of the village within walking distance of everything we
need. A short walk in the other direction takes us along farm
after farm. We wake to the crow of roosters, and while I hang the
wash each day, I can hear sheep, pigs, roosters and cows. A little
diﬀerent from the sound and scent
of the Maine ocean! I love it so
much!
I am living in a lovely five bedroom
home with seven other women and
one married couple. There are
about sixty five of us in total
between the two schools with staﬀ.
We eat our meals together, worship
and pray together, and have many of
our classes together. I absolutely
love the dynamic of being with
these excited youth.
My days are full and I'm still finding it a challenge
to get everything in. We've had great teaching this
week, and have all shared our testimonies. It is
very emotional as each one trusts us enough to be
"vulnerable". It is also changing the dynamic of
our relationships. We had a few fun outing and
tomorrow we begin our classes in earnest. Follow
us on Face Book (Father's Love CDTS Oxford).
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